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Engineering of Agile Systems and Enterprises 
Fundamentals of Analysis, Synthesis, and Performance 

SDOE 678 
 

Based on research funded by OSD/DARPA through Navy/NSF 1991-1997 
Purpose: Identify and understand the next competitive paradigm 
Lehigh University, Agility Forum,  and ~1000 people from ~250 organizations  

Class 1 Agility: Reconfigurable Systems 

1/4 of Graduate Certificate in  
Agile Systems and Enterprise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is an intro that briefly associates the paper with the course material – and roots the course material in a body of knowledge covered in a book that arose from the research. This is credibility establishment and also setting the larger context of this paper. 
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Purpose: Lay Foundation for Graduate Research Projects 
(establishing efficacy  of RAP* tools) 

This is second in a series focused on emergent life-cycle / agility issues:  
1. (CSER-08) Agile Migration across phases within a system life-cycle 
2. (GLOGIFT-08) Agile Migration across next-generation system boundaries  
3. (next) Agile Migration impact on enterprise/system life-cycle models  
4. …? 

 
This work began with the observation that  

Continual Migration Enablement 
has emerged as an enterprise/system focus  

 
This paper’s investigation: 
1) identifies two systems that exhibit cross-generation graceful migration  
2) casts these systems in domain independent Response Ability architecture 

to illuminate nature and source of migration enablement  
3) notes relationships of these “accidental” successes to two current purposeful 

attempts: Force Transformation and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)    
 

  *RAP: Response Ability Principles  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an executive summary of the paper and its context – it allows you to cite the key points of the investigation that they will see in subsequent slides – it also provides reference to the earlier paper and the next paper as context and demonstrates this is work-in-process of a larger nature.
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Defining Agility and Migration 
Using the term as intended in the 1991 Lehigh 

study and subsequent research: 
 Agility is effective response 

under conditions of uncertainty 
 
There are at least three components to agility: 
 situational awareness, 
 decisive choice making and 
 the ability to respond 
The latter aspect is what we deal with here 

 
Migration is the crossing of a change 

in basic infrastructure,  
be it technical, organizational or strategic.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have italicized and blued the words Agility, “the ability to respond”, and Migration to direct their eye. 
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Contemporary Context 

Next-generation challenges are demanding 
new architectures…   
 Force Transformation is the U.S. military’s  

response to next-generation warfare 
 Service Oriented Architectures is Business’ 

response to next-generation competition 
 
Significant in both is the objective of  

a change that enables future change 
 
Instead of perpetuating the scrap and replace cycle, 

an architecture is envisioned that facilitates 
migration through successive next generations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Italicized and blued: “Force Transformation”, “Service Oriented Architecture”, and “a change that enables change” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diagram shows three system generations as side-by-side blocks in a x-y plane, labeled as generations n, n+1, and n+2. Time as x axis and capability complexity as y axis. Each system block is shorter as time progresses as their life-cycle is shorter. Each system generation block is higher as time goes on, indicating more capability complexity. Generation N is labeled as “overdesigned initially”. Generation n+1 is labeled as never quite good enough. Generation n+2 is labeled as ROI failure. A gradual exponential curve labeled situation complexity is shown running through-and-above the top of the blocks – but clearly the block tops of capability complexity can’t keep up with situation complexity as time goes on – the middle block capability manages to exceed the situational need for only a very brief moment, and the 3rd block never reaches it. Other lines show for the final n+2 generation that its requirements were established and development begun mid-way during generation n+1 life-cycle, and those requirements were set higher than the situational complexity that existed at that time. But of course the situaltional complexity continues on its exponential rise and when development ends and cutover occurs situational complexity already exceeds delivered capability complexity. The gap between the top of generation n+2 capability and the situational curve is labeled as effectiveness gap.
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Approach 
 Identify exemplar systems that migrate 

successfully across next-generation boundaries 
   
 Determine if these systems can be expressed in 

domain-independent RAP architecture 
 
 Determine if RAP expression illuminates 

migration enabling issues and levers 
 
 Explore possibility of RAP to inform design 

concept when the objective is continual migration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a slight repeat of the exec-summary introductory material – keeping the audience on track for what’s to come.
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Candidate System Consideration  
 Select from different domains to maximize potential for 

depicting domain-independent characteristics 
 3 candidate systems considered: 
 Home Entertainment transformation 
 Internet Protocol transformation 
 Company Reinvention of value generation strategy 

(candidate company proved inappropriate) 
 

To Note: 
 These systems fit the general signature of  

plug-and-play (infrastructure) drag-and-drop (components) 
characteristic of RAP-based agile systems 

 No attempt was made to find successful cross-generation migration in 
systems that do not exhibit this characteristic signature, and no 
suggestion is made here that such systems do not exist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Italicized and blued for emphasis are “Home Entertainment transformation” and “Internet Protocol transformation”. The disclaimer is not necessarily important for the presentation unless a questions or heckler arises. The aborted Company Reinvention example shows we considered with an open mind and selected useful learning examples – you will recall that the Company Reinvention candidate was not rejected for modeling appropriateness, but rather for the fact that their reinvention had resulted in a period of lesser financial performance that has not yet rebounded and we didn’t want that to cloud the issues of interest.
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Home Entertainment  
 

 Emerged roughly in the 40s-50s with speaker and amplifier 
shared by monaural reel-to-reel tape and record turntable 

 Successive forms of local sourcing evolved: vinyl, reel-to-
reel, cassette, 8-track, CD, DVD, computer, wii, … 

 Successive forms of remote sourcing evolved: radio, TV, 
satellite, Internet…   

 Successive forms of presentation evolved: monaural, 
stereo, surround sound, video, gaming feedback… 

 Old stuff still works 
 New stuff can be added anytime, or never 
 Over 60 years --- choosing not to adopt new capability does 

not degrade existing systems, partial adoption is possible, 
mix of old with new is possible 
 
 

 The expectation isn’t perpetual system immortality, but 
the result has been a surprisingly useful extended life-cycle 

 No master designers foresaw this range at the start 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bullets profile the wide and unanticipated range of capability and functional change that has occurred. The bottom notes make it clear that even agile migratable components and systems will eventually be obsolete, but this system concept has lasted effectively much longer than anyone set out to facilitate (“Over 60 years” is italicized and blued). Unanticipated values emerged from an evolving serendipitous architecture that got its start sharing an amplifier and speaker.
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Internet Protocol  
 1964: Rand’s Paul Baran publishes about packet switching networks: breaking 

messages into pieces and sending them via various redundant paths to the 
destination makes them difficult to destroy and hard to intercept 

 1966: MIT’s Larry Roberts publishes first ARPANET plan 
 1968: ARPA issues RFQ for ARPANET packet switches  
 1969: BBN 50kbps packet switches installed at four universities  
 1970: First use of Network Control Protocol (NCP) for transport & addressing 
 Early 80s: managed by NSF for government and university use only 
 1983: TCP/IPv4 replaces NCP for transport and addressing – Officially Internet 
 1995: NSF opens Internet for public use with Network Access Points 
 2010: Internet runs out of IPv4 addresses and IPv6 is necessary 
 IPv4 and IPv6 in concurrent usage now 
 Devices with old addresses still and will still work 
 Devices with new addresses and IPv6 protocol can be added anytime 

 
“Scientists developing networking technology in the 1960's knew that what they were 
building would be far bigger than themselves; nobody, however, could have predicted 
the explosion in Internet access and interest in the past several years. The original 
designers didn't even think email would be something people would want! …the real 
revolution took place … decades ago -- today's technology just rides on the wave of 
yesteryear.”  
[Scott Ruthfield, Internet History and Development: From Wartime Tool to Fish Cam, www.acm.org/crossroads/xrds2-1/inet-history.html] 

Other sources: http://www.zakon.org/robert/internet/timeline/; www.livinginternet.com/i/ii_tcpip.htm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Italicized and blued bulleted lines for 1969, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2010 showing key dates.Note that our paper has a few errors:TCP/IP is not the only protocol, UUCP and FTP are two examples and there are others NCP was properly introduced in the ‘70s, not the ’60s
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Response requirements categories (4 reactive and 4 proactive elements): 
 Reactive: correction,   variation,            expansion,    reconfiguration 
 Proactive: creation,      improvement,     migration,     modification  

Response performance metrics (4 elements): 
 Response:   cost,   time,   quality,   scope  

Response-enabling design principles (10 elements): 
 Encapsulation, Compatibility, Reusability, Redundancy/Diversity, Scalability, 
 Distributed, Loose, Deferred Commitment, Self-Organizing, Evolving Standards  

Design quality principles (3 elements): 
 Requisite Variety,   Parsimony,   Harmony 

An overarching architectural philosophy (3 elements): 
 Reusable modules   Reconfigurable in a   Scalable architecture (RRS) 

System integrity responsibilities (4 elements): 
 Module Inventory,  System Re-configuration 
 Module Evolution,   Infrastructure Evolution  

An architectural conceptual pattern: 
 Drag-and drop modules   in a   plug-and-play infrastructure 

RAP: 7 Thought-Guiding Frameworks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide will be repeated identically as the next slide except that a few places on the slide will be highlighted showing the tools used in this paper.Purpose of this slide is to show breadth and depth of the toolset (or frameworks).No real time should be spent on any detail, the important detail to be used in this paper will be discussed in subsequent slides.If your memory is super-human, however, it would be good to enumerate these so they don’t fly by in an unregistered blur. At CSER I said something like: I’ll not go into these here, but want to give you a feeling for the depth and breadth of the tools that will be used in the greater research effort. Only a few have been used in the work reported today.There is a requirements framework with 4 reactive and 4 proactive domains.Four metrics of response proficiency.Ten design principles.Three quality principles.An architectural philosophy.Four integrity responsibilities.And a drag-and-drop, plug-and-play conceptual pattern.At this point a next slide click highlights the areas used in this paper….
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Response requirements categories (4 reactive and 4 proactive elements): 
 Reactive: correction,   variation,            expansion,    reconfiguration 
 Proactive: creation,      improvement,     migration,     modification  

Response performance metrics (4 elements): 
 Response:   cost,   time,   quality,   scope  

Response-enabling design principles (10 elements): 
 Encapsulation, Compatibility, Reusability, Redundancy/Diversity, Scalability, 
 Distributed, Loose, Deferred Commitment, Self-Organizing, Evolving Standards  

Design quality principles (3 elements): 
 Requisite Variety,   Parsimony,   Harmony 

An overarching architectural philosophy (3 elements): 
 Reusable modules   Reconfigurable in a   Scalable architecture (RRS) 

System integrity responsibilities (4 elements): 
 Module Inventory,  System Re-configuration 
 Module Evolution,   Infrastructure Evolution  

An architectural conceptual pattern: 
 Drag-and drop modules   in a   plug-and-play infrastructure 

This paper’s focus 

RAP: 7 Thought-Guiding Frameworks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blocked in yellow background boxes are: The word migration in the response requirements framework All of the words in the System Integrity framework All of the words in the Architectural pattern framework Also where white space was is now a yellow text box that says “This paper’s focus”Depth on the three highlighted frameworks now follow on successive slides, so nothing has to be said here other than alleviating the audience fear that you will be going into depth on all frameworks. You could make the point that this shows more to investigate in future work, and in fact we saw fruitful ideas for other explorations as we worked this subset.
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Proactive Change Domains 
Pr
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ct
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Domain Definition and General Issues 

Proactive changes are 
generally triggered internally by 
the application of new 
knowledge to generate new 
value. They are still proactive 
changes even if the values 
generated are not positive and 
even if the knowledge applied is 
not new – self initiation is the 
distinguishing feature here. A 
proactive change is usually one 
that has effect rather than mere 
potential; thus, it is an 
application of knowledge rather 
than the invention or 
possession of unapplied 
knowledge. Proactive change 
proficiency is the wellspring of 
leadership and innovative 
activity. 

Make or eliminate something. Issues 
are generally involved with the 
development of something new where 
nothing was before, or the elimination of 
something in use.  

Incremental improvement. Issues are 
generally involved with competencies 
and performance factors, and are often 
the focus of continual, open-ended 
campaigns.  

Foreseen, eventual, and fundamental 
change. Issues are generally 
associated with changes to supporting 
infrastructure, or transitions to next 
generation replacements.  

General Characteristics 

Addition or subtraction of unique 
capability. Issues are generally 
involved with the inclusion of 
something unlike anything already 
present, or the removal of something 
unique.  

Creation 
(and 

Elimination) 

Improvement 

Modification 
(Add/Sub 

Capability) 

Migration 

From: Response Ability – The Language, Structure, and Culture of Agile Enterprise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is a quick explanation of how we characterize migration. The migration block is yellowed to stand out – and for further emphasis, underlined and blued are the words “changes to supporting infrastructure, or transitions to next generation replacements” 
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4 Integrity Responsibility Elements 
The “active” part of the infrastructure  

maintaining sufficient inventory of modules ready for use (development 
people, team leaders, engagement procedures, reusable code 
modules, reusable test suites, etc),  

new module addition and upgrade as new capabilities are needed (new 
developer skills, newly developed code modules, new test suites for 
new code, new procedures as indicated by a changing situation, user 
representatives intimate with next stage feature development needs, 
etc), 

infrastructure evolution (improvements to existing rules and standards, 
new rules and standards, etc), and  

assembly of modules into on-demand system configurations suitable for 
changing response needs (successive iterations in the development 
process). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is for the record and does not have to be verbalized if you do the equivalent info verbally on the next slide
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Agile System: Class 1 
Reconfigurable 

 
 

Examples of Typical 
Reconfigurable/Scalable 
System Configurations 

Plug-and-Play  
Evolving Active Infrastructure 
Responsible-Party Designation  

Plug-and-Play Evolving 
Passive Infrastructure 
Rules/Standards/Principles 

Drag-and-Drop 
Reusable 
Components 

Infrastructure evolution: Who? 
System assembly: Who? 

Component mix: Who? 
Component inventory: Who? 

Variety/Time/Maturity/Range/Increments/Migrations/Evolutions/etc 

architectural concept pattern: drag-and-drop, plug-and-play 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visually think of this slide as having four horizontal layers, each about 1 inch high and 6 inches wide on an 11 by 8.5 inch slide. Each layer is separated form the next by about an inch. Layer 1 (top) labeled “Drag-and-drop reusable components”, depicted as a rectangle 1 inch high by 6 inches wide. In that box are five side-by-side icon collections/pools, each consisting of 3 to 6 identical icons for that pool (triangles, squares, etc).    Layer 2 labeled “Plug-and-play evolving active infrastructure responsible-part designation”, depicted as four horizontal lines each labeled separately top to bottom as component mix – who?, component inventory – who?, system assembly – who?, and infrastructure evolution – who? Each of the four horizontal lines has a vertical line that connects to one of the other layers: Both component mix responsibility line and component inventory responsibility line connect upward to the edge of the layer one rectangle with an arrow head at the edge; the system assembly responsibility line runs from the edge of the layer 1 rectangle down to an arrow head on one of the layer 3 rectangles (each a different possible system configuration composed of interconnected component icons); and the infrastructure responsibility line runs downward to layer 4 indicating the responsibility for all of the passive infrastructure evolution depicted at that layer Layer 3 labeled “Examples of typical reconfigurable/scalable system configurations”, depicted as three side-by-side rectangles of different horizontal length, each containing some of the icons from the layer 1 component pools. There are simple interconnect lines touching all icons within a configuration that joins with a single vertical drop line descending into the bottom layer 4 passive infrastructure – showing that all components are plugged into the passive infrastructure standards.  Layer 4 (bottom) labeled as “Plug-and-play evolving passive infrastructure rules/standards/principles”, depicted as some variable number of horizontal lines, each representing a different standard or class of standards. These lines tend to increase in number as ones eye moves to the right if that represents time as it does for our examples – thus an early-year system generation may have only a few standards whereas a later year system configuration will have additional infrastructure horizontal lines as new standards are added.This is the architectural conceptual pattern framework – and the time to point out its key generic elements. Casting our examples later in this pattern is the core of the paper’s work, so the audience needs to understand the values here before getting there. This slide title distinguishes it as the pattern for Class 1 Reconfigurable systems. The next slide will be for Class 2 Reconfiguring systems, and when you switch to it it will look identical to this one with the exception that a few words in blue on both slides will differ. Those words will only be in the “Active Infrastructure” area where class 1 calls out 4 Responsible Party designations and for integrity, and class 2 calls out 4 System Regulations for integrity. You might warn the audience as you detail this slide that class 1 and class 2 will be shown as different only in the integrity responsibility area, and that your explanation of the pattern will be on this slide only with the next slide just showing the f places where a “who” designation has been changed to a “what” designation.The real purpose of this pattern is to make an analyst or designer focus on the key elements depicted, as they will enable and sustain Response Ability: pools of drag-and-drop encapsulated modules/components, where the pools are optional variations or duplicates of a general functional capability. designated active infrastructure responsibilities that maintain integrity and assemble configurations  designated passive infrastructure of standards/rules/etc that provide the plug-and-play capability and must be evolvable  depictions of typical key but different system configurations that give some idea of range/scope/scalability/capability/whatever This is a stylized pattern depiction that can convey a lot of information in this simple form without being comprehensively exhaustive on detailing each and every standard or component or designated responsibility person. It can also be expanded or sectionally duplicated to provide a comprehensive exhaustive treatment when that is needed. 
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Plug-and-Play  
Evolving Active Infrastructure 
Systemic Regulation 

Plug-and-Play Evolving 
Passive Infrastructure 
Rules/Standards/Principles 

Infrastructure evolution: What? 
System assembly: What? 

Component mix: What? 
Component inventory: What? 

Examples of Typical 
Reconfigurable/Scalable 
System Configurations 

Drag-and-Drop 
Reusable 
Components 

Variety/Time/Maturity/Range/Increments/Migrations/Evolutions/etc 

Agile System: Class 2 
Reconfiguring 

 
 

architectural concept pattern: drag-and-drop, plug-and-play 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is identical to the last one with the exception of some word changes differentiation Class 1 form Class 2 systems that are all rendered in blue font on both slides.In the slide title, “Class 1 Reconfigurable” is changed to “Class2 Reconfiguring”In the Integrity Responsibility Layer 2: “Who” on last slide is changed to “What” on this. “Responsible Part Designation” on last is changed to “Systemic regulation” on thisThat’s all
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Three Questions  

 Q1: Can RAP tools model and depict the migration  
of Home Entertainment and Internet Protocol?  
 

 Q2: Can RAP casting of these two systems  
inform the understanding of migration in agile 
systems? 
 

 Q3: Might this RAP viewpoint of agile systems 
migration inform the in-process developments  
of SOA and Force Transformation? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This again is repetition but it returns the audience to the focus – can be a quick 20 second reminder slide
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Q1: Can RAP Tools Model and Depict 
Migration of Home Entertainment 

 

 amplifiers playback units 
(tape, CD, DVD) ) 

speakers video displays 
(TV, computer) 

content sources 
(TIVO,P2P) 

Infrastructure evolution: 

System assembly: 

Component Mix: 

Component inventory: 

Power   
Analog interconnect   
Physical connection   

Infrastructure 

Video media Net in/out Audio tape 

Drag & Drop Components 

Plug & Play Standards 

Integrity 
Management 

Active 

Passive 

‘90s 

Industry Assoc 

User/Owner 

Mfgrs 

Stores 

Video/Surround   
Digital/Internet   

‘40s/’50s ‘00s roughly… 

signal tuners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highly stylized this depiction does not attempt to be comprehensive – but is intended to display the cross-generation migration enabling concepts and their nature.We could flesh out a fairly comprehensive and accurate story by simply describing in detail what all of the depicted items represent in abbreviated form.Here and now we will simply say that this answers question 1 positively – we can cast Home Entertainment migration as a RAP architectural pattern. 
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 routers DNS Servers switches end points, 
NICs, NOMs 

appliances 
(eg, xml) 

Infrastructure evolution: 

System assembly: 

Component Mix: 

Component inventory: 

Wire standards   
NCP   

Infrastructure 
IPv6 
era 

Drag & Drop Components 

Plug & Play Standards 

Integrity 
Management 

Active 

Passive 

’80s/’90s 

IETF 

Subnet Owners 

Vendor Community 

Vendor Community 

TCP/IPv4   

IPv6   
’70s ’00/’10s rough operational start… 

filters 
(eg IDS, Firewall) 

Optical stds   

IPv4 
era 

NCP 
era 

Wireless stds   

Q1: Can RAP Tools Model and Depict 
Migration of Internet Protocol 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You could recognize that the infrastructure changes over time are approximate for timing.As it will be germane later, you could note that the passive infrastructure permits both IPv4 and IPv6 to co-exist – and that the Internet Engineering Task Force (IEFT) is the Industry Group designated as responsible for the evolution.
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Q2: Can RAP casting of these systems 
inform the understanding of migration? 

 Both employ strict capabilities-based encapsulation.  This is necessary, 
and facilitates migration by enabling functional swap-out, upgrade, 
retirement independently and asynchronously.  
 

 Both employ a stable passive infrastructure of form-and-content 
interconnect standards, which is structured to facilitate open-ended 
augmentation over time with both additional and alternate-option 
standards. This is necessary, and facilitates migration enabling capability 
and capacity additions. 
 

 Both employ an active infrastructure of stable responsibilities for the 
evolution of both components and passive infrastructure. This is 
necessary, and facilitates migration by sustaining controlled evolution.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three points on the slide say it all (that I’ve come up with in the last minutes left here).The RAP tools illuminate these three needs as three of the four layers in the Architectural Conceptual Pattern diagram.  
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Q3: Can this RAP viewpoint inform 
SOA and Force Transformation? 

The difference between a Class 1 and Class 2 RAP-based agile system is  
centrally-controlled sustainment vs. self organizing sustainment.  

In Class 1 systems specific people with centralized sustainment responsibilities 
can be named, in Class 2 systems sustainment is caused by the equilibrium-
seeking self-reorganization of decentralized interactions among autonomous 
agents.  

Home Entertainment fits more a Class 1 profile – the owner that configures 
systems very centrally controls the system configuration, and has little effect 
or influence on owners of other Home Entertainment systems. 

 Internet Protocol fits more a Class 2 profile – there is a greater degree of coupling 
between the migration-deciding agents. As subnets opt for IPv6 profiles, other 
interconnected subnets may become shunned for services of lesser security 
or less optimal interaction. 

SOA and Home Entertainment environments share a characteristic that may be 
useful in guiding SOA adoption plans. Both occur in relative isolation to their 
greater communities, and resemble a Class 1 agile system.  

Force Transformation, on the other hand, has an environmental profile more like 
the Internet Protocol model. Both have sizable sub-groups with interdependent 
couplings – looking somewhat like an ecological system in the large. 
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SOA Adoption 

Adoption and subsequent migratory evolution of SOA within 
an enterprise is largely a local (enterprise) decision, with 
little interdependence on when and what other enterprises 
choose to do.  

Though enterprises are increasingly networked to each other 
electronically as well as strategically, SOA is largely an 
internal infrastructure for enterprise IT support of business 
practices. Perimeter gateways of various types are standard 
methods for reconciling inter company transactions.  

The nature of the SOA infrastructure nevertheless must 
conform to greater community common/universal standards 
if maximum and sustainable access to component services 
of benefit are to be realized.  

This raises a cautionary flag on brand-unique  infrastructure 
employment, as well as enterprise- or brand-unique service 
interfaces. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The audience will do the reading – you discuss the key point captured in the final statement on this slide. (in words and ideas comfortable to you) Enterprise infrastructure culture favors a we-they demarcation at the enterprise boundary – firewalls and gateways separate and translate the corporate black box perimeter. In synergy with that cultural inertia is the commercial vender desire to differentiate would-be universal platforms with brand dependence lock-in. The promise of SOA will only be delivered if SOA infrastructure standards cross the enterprise boundaries and are ubiquitous – much like that seen in the Home Entertainment model. Every SOA-adoption decision maker should evaluate accordingly: cul-de-sac or open opportunity.
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Force Transformation 

Force Transformation is a massive undertaking, on many 
functional fronts within each military force as well as across 
the many independent but interdependent military forces of 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard.  

Force Transformation is predicated on developing far more 
intimate interoperability than currently exists.  

The magnitude of the effort necessarily requires an 
asynchronous adoption for economic, cultural and 
technological reasons as a minimum – without any 
disruption of capability.  

The military has a tradition of controlled mandated actions that 
may not serve well in either the initial adoption or the 
subsequent continual evolution intended.  

The model of Internet Protocol migration that relies on pulling 
self-organized adoption with enticing benefit, rather than 
forcing a change that may be  incompatible with the reality 
of the status quo, might well provide both economic and 
speed-of-adoption advantages.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The audience will do the reading – you discuss the key point captured in the final statement on this slide: (in words and ideas comfortable to you) Military tradition is disciplined execution of a mandated synchronized plan. Force transformation appears ill suited to that approach when reality factors are taken into account. The Internet protocol model suggests enticed asynchronous adoption as something worth consideration.  Natural resistance to forced transformation will create counter pressure likely to redefine and water-down the intent to fit compatibly with cultural inertia (in your own words).
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Concluding Remarks 
A broader application of RAP tools appears to be a promising path 

for analyzing and guiding  
structure and strategy  

of extended life-cycle systems 
like Force Transformation and SOA Adoption 

 
For Example: 

A graduate project completed earlier this week (June 10, 2008)  
built a comprehensive RAP characterization (all frameworks used)  

of SOA and Web Services 
to illuminate fundamental and necessary enabling principles 

as a result of this paper’s encouragement.  
 

More will follow. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This paper was intended as a door opener, to show potential and encourage further work. It was not intended as a Force Transformation or SOA analysis, though the hope was that it might spur further work in those areas as it seems to have started already. The core purpose was to provide a second building block for further Agile Migration life-cycle-extension research.
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Delivery 
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Perceived 
Effectiveness 
100% 

Gen 2 Operation Gen 1 Operation 

agile system 

Infrastructure 
Migration 

Module Mix 
Modifications 

Delivery 
Time 

Development 

Perceived 
Effectiveness 

life-cycle end 

Agile system would continue ROI, 
but does age, and can suffer 

strategy-lapse integrity failure 

100% 

In-agile system 

Operation 

CSER Paper (April 2008) 

GLOGIFT Paper (June 2008) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here there are two diagrams – the top one shows the CSER paper concept of agile operations extending the life of a system, the bottom one show the GloGift concept of migrating across generations.Purpose of this slide is to put our first two papers in context and allow you to speak of the next as a much more macroscopic focus on life-cycle modeling in general and the evidence that indicates a new characterization is needed – for all types of systems and enterprises. We will attempt to catalog and survey the current efforts like Force Transformation and SOA that focus on perpetual migration as a prime objective, and to also catalog and survey the literature that in one way or another address the concepts of life-cycle extension.This GloGift diagram on this slide did not appear in the paper nor does it appear earlier in this slide presentation – so it is new material in itself. It extends the CSER diagram by adding a second generation of operational capabilities to the right of the first generation. I’m out of time and can’t describe this in detail – perhaps Lea will do that if you feel a need to know it in more detail before show time.
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